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Flood is an overflow of water that submerges land which is usually dry. It also defines 
as a covering by water of land not normally covered by water. Flooding may occur as 
an overflow of water from water bodies such as river and lake. It also may occur due 
to excessive rainwater on saturated ground in areal flood. Flood is a major natural 
disaster to human and environment. Town of Kuala Lipis is sited at the confluence of 
Sg. Jelai and Sg. Lipis. In January 1971, the town and the areas alongside of the river 
experienced the worst flood. The flood lasted for 12 days and it inundated depth of 
approximately 3 meter. The river flows through a forested hilly terrain and tapping 
into the runoff from the fully developed agricultural lands and later passes through the 
moderately undulating area and later exit to Sg. Pahang. The worst hit areas include 
Kg Binjai (Sg. Lipis and Sg. Temperah) and Kg Kechau Tui (Sg. Lincau and Sg. Tui). 
The whole settlement areas were submerged in floodwater with some area as deep as 
0.5 to 1.0 meter. Thousands of residents had to be shifted to evacuation centres.  All 
major roads were also flooded, cutting off all roads leading to Kuala Lipis Town.  
Estimated flood damages were also high. Besides the very heavy rainfall, other factors 
that contributed to the severity of flooding include rapid development within the 
Sungai Jelai sub-catchment, human settlement within and encroachment of the flood 
plain and siltation of water ways. Flood mitigation study was done in this area to 
prevent and solve the problems. In this study the HEC-RAS and HEC-HMS were 
used for analysis.  
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